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GREEKS, INDIANS,
AND THE
SCOTTISH PRESBYTERIAN
Dissident Arguments
for Vegetarianism in
Enlightenment Scotland
David Allen

he modern hegemony of rights-based discourse has
given rise in intellectual history to more interesting
questions than satisfactory answers. This is particu
larly true in relation to the analysis of obligations
towards the natural world.' Some recent commenta
tors have, for example, been struck by the obvious similarity between
the polemics deployed by late twentieth-century feminists and
homosexual activists, and philosophical accounts of human relations
with animals, arguing for either vegetarianism or veganism, which have
also emerged very strongly in recent decades.^ Others have gone

' I am indebted to the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland for their kind permission to
make extensive use of a manuscript in their care and to reproduce the photographs of it which
they provided. I should also like to thank Sandy Stewart for numerous references, and Louise
Yeoman, Paul Wood, Kenneth Dunn, John Mackenzie, Katie Price, John Wakeford and Peter
Marshall for their generous help and advice during the preparation of this essay.
^ For examples of the intellectual history of animal rights, see several of the essays in Tom Regan
and Peter Singer, eds.. Animal Rights and Human Obligations, 2nd edition (Englewood Cliffs,
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further, identifying a positive community of interest between animals
and oppressed human beings, each the victim of a "logic of domina
tion."' From these contemporary observations it might all too readily
be concluded that the philosophies of animal and human rights have
always evolved historically along broadly parallel lines; and certainly
that the former passed, at a critical stage in its supposedly irresistable
progress, through the seminal discussions of natural rights developed by
eighteenth-century writers as diverse as Adam Smith, Tom Paine,
Voltaire, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau.'' And yet, on deeper reflection,
vegetarianism, widely understood today both as the symbolic affirma
tion and practical embodiment of a sincere philosophical commitment
to the rights of animals, patently has much longer and more compli
cated historical origins; just to cite some obvious cases from the postmedieval period, Leonardo da Vinci and Sir Thomas More abstained
long before George Bernard Shaw. The relationship between a rightsbased analysis of the natural world and an abhorrence of the mistreat
ment and eating of animals, apparently so close as to be indistinguish
able in our own day, thus calls for, at the very least, a more sophisti
cated explanation from the historian of ideas.
The present essay endeavors to shed light on this specific problem
in the history of modern thought. In doing so, I shall be issuing an
explicit reminder that it was possible in the age of Smith and Rous
seau—indeed within a self-consciously enlightened community such as
existed in eighteenth-century Scotland—to arrive at a philosophically
N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1989) and in David Paterson and Richard D. Ryder, eds.,y4«j>?M//?/gfas—.d
Symposium (London: Centaur Press, 1979) and Paul A. B. Clarke and Andrew Linzey, eds..
Political Theory and Animal Rights (London: Pluto, 1990).
'For example CarolJ. Adams, Neither Man nor Beast:Feminism andthe Defenseof Animals (New
York: Continuum, 1994). A cautionary note against this tendency is sounded in Beth A. Dixon,
"The Feminist Conneaion between Women and Animals," Environmental Ethics 18 (1996):
181-94.
' Harlan B. Miller, "Introduaion: "Platonists" and "Aristotelians"," in his and William H.
Williams, eds.. Ethics and Animals (Clifton, N. J. : Humana, 1983), 1-14, suggests that the
striking modern preoccupation with animal rights is the result of six simultaneous factors: the
emergence of parallel "liberation" movements (anti-colonialism, anti-racism, anti-sexism, etc.),
research on the linguistic attainments of non-human mammals, the abortion controversy (with
its consequent adjustment of definitions of human life), cognitive research (which imdermines
Canesian "dualism" and emphasises the biological basis of intelligence), the development of
sociobiology (with its comparative study of human and non-human behavior) and the general
growth in environmental or "green"activism (encouraging greater sensitivity to the human
impact on animals). See also Rosemary Rodd, Biology, Ethics and Animals (Oxiford: Clarendon
Press, 1990), which traces the intellectual contours of the modern animal rights debate.
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respectable argument for abstention from the killing and eating of
animals in which not only notions of animal rights but even ideas of
animal rationality still played, at best, only a subsidiary role. One
purpose in what follows will therefore be to illustrate the considerable
distance between certain historical and most latter-day defenses of
vegetarianism—in effect emphasizing that, even in the heyday of the
Enlightenment, intellectual discourse still had some way to travel
before arriving at the languages and rhetorics so familiar in our own
time. Yet it will also be seen that the assault on such a central social
practice as meat-eating was still as likely in eighteenth-centuryScotland
as in twentieth-century California to be accompanied by a wholesale
rejection of other values and mores in contemporary society. A second
aim of this essay will therefore be to excavate a lost philosophical
account of vegetarianism which shares with its present-day successor at
least a deliberately unsettling and thus broadly dissident character.
Finally, the manuscript source which forms the subject of this essay
also, I believe, has its own genuine significance in the modern history
of ideas. Developed by one John Williamson, A Just Complaint on
Mankind for Injuring, Killing and Eating Animals (c. 1765) is not only
a hitherto-unknown polemical product of the Scottish Enlightenment.
It is also the first known vegetarian tract by a Scottish scholar.
*
In making sense of a text like A Just Complaint, it is, of course, natural
at the outset to ask some searching questions about its context.
Context, as the theoretically literate late twentieth-century historian of
ideas knows only too well, imbues a text with meaning, as assuredly as
a text can reveal its intention only in relation to its own richly textured
historical situation.' It is therefore a matter for some regret that we
know relatively little about that most important of circumstantial
factors, its restlessly questioning author. For John Williamson not only
left no other surviving literary remains which I have been able to trace.'

^ Quentin Skinner, "Meaning and Understanding in the History of Ideas," History & Theory 8
(1969): 3-53.
' By a nice irony, the only John Williamson apparently publishing in mid-eighteenth-century
Britain is the originator of The British angler; or, A pocket<ompanion for gentlemen-fishers
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He also impressed himself to only a limited extent upon the biblio
graphic records of his day. In fact, the National Library of Scotland's
Catalogue ofthe Advocates'MSS, on which the present attribution of the
manuscript solely rests, offers us few further clues than a slightly
querulous affirmation of the author's name. It reads simply:
The author's name "John Williamson, Brachman" [i.e.
Brahmin] has been added in another hand. The text refers to
several historical works, including the Royal Magazine for
1759...Acquired before 1787.'^
No real illumination, then, is offered by the accession record. We can
merely conclude that the manuscript had arrived in the hands of the
Advocates' Library—eighteenth-century Edinburgh's principal legal and
public research institution—some time before 1787. The manuscript,
together with a vast quantity of other unique materials acquired by the
advocates over the centuries, then passed into the care of the State on
the foundation of the National Library of Scotland in 1925. Of its
original provenance, the manuscript itself bears no witness. It is not
possible to trace its ownership following its putative composition
around 1765, by a man whose peculiar views and practices had
apparently earned him the ironic soubriquet "Brachman," to its
acquisition by the advocates more than twenty years later. Nor are we
even in a position to reconstruct the circumstances in which it came
into the possession of the Library, much less the identity of the
individual—perhaps a library clerk, perhaps someone connected with
its donation—who, probably around that time, finally wrote the name
"John Williamson" on the first folio leaf. On its own immediate
history, the text, in other words, is effectively mute.
The wider life of the man who first created the manuscript, and in
whose hands it must have spent at least some of its early years, is not
very much clearer. The authorial suffix "Brachman," coupled with the
highly distinctive subject matter of the text, does, however, argue

(London: J. Hodges, 1740), an ephemeral piece whose title alone makes it unlikely that it shares
an author with A Just Complaint.
' National Library of Scotland, Catalogue of Advocates' MSS. The citation referred to in the
catalogue, at fo. 9", is to The Royal magazine; or, a Gentleman's monthly companion of August
1759, which contains material relating to the Pennsylvania Anabaptists.
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strongly that theJohn Williamson who composed it was the individual
of that name who played a minor part in a rather greater literary
episode in eighteenth-century Scotland, the prodigious career of James
Boswell.' For Williamson it was, as Boswell's biographer Frederick
Pottle relates, who briefly converted the future biographer of Johnson
to vegetarianism, during the sixteen-year-old's visit to Moffat in the
summer of 1757:
John Williamson, a self-educated sheep-farmer in the neigh
bourhood of Moffat...had read eagerly all the books he could
come at dealing with metempsychosis, mysticism, alchemy,
and mineralogy....Boswell tramped the hills with him, and
became his convert, perhaps the only convert he ever made.'
This encounter, and Boswell's account of it, certainly seems to provide
a plausible identity for the author of this singular tract: if the shep
herd's uncompromising austerity (amply illustrated by some of the
manuscript's other remarks on matters of sensual excess) appears to sit
ill beside Boswell's notorious libidinousness, then we would perhaps do
well to remember that Boswell, from his sexually precocious youth
onwards, was regularly paralyzed by guilt—and the evidence suggests
that his visit to Moffat coincided with, and was to some degree
occasioned by, precisely such an attack of acute moral self-analysis.^°
Moreover, the claim that Boswell's idiosyncratic acquaintance had
devoured an ill-digested mixture of Oriental and European mysticism,
and that this is what had actually made him so eager to convert others
to a life of devout abstention, also fits perfectly the peculiar philosophi
cal flavour of the manuscript, as well as its notably strident edge and the
unmistakable air of crude self-education which it exudes. The author of
our manuscript, then, was almost certainly the well-read but pro' The appellation "Brachman" attached to Williamson's name, though rendered peculiarly
apposite by his frequent allusions to Hindu practices, was in fact merely an eighteenth-century
name applied to all vegetarians: see Timothy Morton, Shelley and the Revolution in Taste: The
Body and the Natural World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 16.
' Frederick A. Pottle,/ames Boswell: the Earlier Years 1740-1769 (London: Heinemann, 1966),
33-4.
Boswell's encounter with Williamson, as later related to none other than Rousseau, is nicely
described in Iain Finlayson, The Moth and the Candle: A Lifeof James Boswell (London: Constable,
1984): 14-15. See also David Daiches, James Boswell and His World (London: Thames and
Hudson, 1976), 12-14.
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foundly eccentric Border shepherd, the "Scottish Pythagorean John
Williamson of Moffat," whose popular teachings on the natural world
so entranced the susceptible Jaihes Boswelld^
From sources external to A Just Complaint, it is possible to fill in
a little additional detail about the life and times of John Williamson.
Chief among the authorities useful for this purpose is Scotland and
Scotsmen of the Eighteenth Century (1888), a late Victorian work based
on the manuscript observations of John Ramsay of Ochtertyre, one of
Boswell's near-contemporaries and a writer who was on at least
nodding terms with a whole galaxy of eighteenth-century Scottish men
of letters. Indeed, it was Ramsay's rather unflattering view of William
son and his extraordinary self-education on which most of Boswell's
biographers have actually tended to draw. Williamson had possessed,
said Ramsay, who had met the sage at Moffat in August 1757, very
shortly after Boswell's encounter, "more book-learning than commonsense, and what was unfortunate, he was rather a sciolist than a
proficient in the sciences to which he pretended.'"^ Ramsay was as
scathing of Williamson's unusual moral teachings as he was of their
apparently obscure provenance:
It is needless, indeed too late, to inquire from what sources he
imbibed doctrines which ran counter to the sentiments not
only of his countrymen of all ranks and sects, but to those of
the most civilized nations of Europe."
Williamson's views, in other words, obviously placed him towards the
very fringes of contemporary opinion, both in Scotland and the wider
European world (even if his manuscript's survival now allows us to ask
exactly those questions about his intellectual inspiration which
Ramsay, with audible relief, felt able to ignore). A Just Complaint, by
all accounts faithfully capturing those views, can thus safely be
interpreted as a tract knowingly subversive of widely found philosophi
cal and ethical assumptions in an age of Enlightenment.

" The description arises in the passing notice of Williamson given by Keith Thomas, Man and
the Natural World: Changing Attitudes in England lSOO-1800 (London: Allen Lane, 1983), 295.
" Scotland and Scotsmen in the Eighteenth Century, ed. Alexander Allardyce (Edinburgh and
London: Blackwood and Sons, 1888),: ii, 327.
" Allardyce, ii, 328.
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Nevertheless, Ramsay did willingly affirm the high regard in
which this distinctly odd but undoubtedly sincere man was held by
respectable landed society in enlightened Scotland. For example,
Williamson, whose views not unnaturally made his former living as a
successful sheep farmer difficult to sustain, received generous financial
support fromJohn, second Earl of Hopetoun, a major landowner in the
Moffat area and a pillar of the Lowland aristocracy." Moreover, he was
not only called upon by numerous eminent visitors, eager to see the
great new Moffat attraction, Hartfell Spa, which Williamson himself
had discovered in 1748.'' He was also welcomed into their homes
around Scotland: Williamson's travels, for example, included visits to
the house of Lord Justice-Clerk Erskine, and his son Baron Erskine, at
Alva in Clackmannanshire, the latter a member of what one recent
historian has judged "the most important circle of intellectuals in
Scotland.'"^ And when he died, in 1769, and was buried in Moffat
Kirkyard, a fine memorial was erected to him, bearing an inscription
by Sir George Clerk of Penicuik, another longstanding benefactor and
representative of one of the most highly regarded and culturally
significant families in southern Scotland during the Enlightenment."^
However unpalatable some of his moral opinions, therefore, John
Williamson was never as unnoticed or as marginalized by polite
Scottish society as might at first be supposed. Indeed, his subversive

" Allardyce, ii, 328. On Hopetoun's central position in local and regional society, see John T.
Johnstone, "Moffat and Upper Annandale in the Middle of the Eighteenth Century,"
Transactions of the Dumfriesshire and Galloway Natural History and Antiquarian Society 3rd
series, 1 (1913): 191-211.
W. Robertson Turnbull, History of Moffat (Edinburgh; W. P. Nimmo, 1871), 100-101. On
Moffat as a spa and regular venue for polite Scottish society, see James King Hewison,
Dumfriesshire (Cambridge;Cambridge UniversityPress, 1942),166; and J ames AndersonRussell,
The Book of Dumfriesshire (Dumfries; Blacklock Parries, 1964), 67.
" Roger L. Emerson, "The Social Composition of Enlightened Scotland; the Select Society of
Edinburgh, 1754-1764," Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century 114 (1973); 291. James,
Baron Erskine, became a member of this most august of Enlightenment cultural institutions on
12 Dec. 1755. On WiUiamson's relationship with both father and son at Alva, see Scotland and
Scotsmen-, ii, 331.
" Allardyce, ii, 335. See also Turnbull, History: 101. On the Clerks of Penicuik the acknowl
edged authority is Iain Gordon Brown, and a number of essays have appeared, including '"On
Classic Ground'; Records of the Grand Tour," Scottish Archives 2 (1996); 1-12; "A Bibliophile's
Bagnio; SirJ ames Clerk'sPantheon at Penicuik," in I.Gow and A. Brown, eds., Scottish Country
Houses (Edinburgh; Edinburgh University Press, 1995), 135-49; and "Judges of Architectory; the
Clerks of Penicuik as Amateurs," in G. Worsley, ed.. The Role of the Amateur Architect: Papers
Given at the Georgian Group Symposium, 1993 (London; Georgian Group, 1994), 44-52.
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views on the treatment of animals, allied to his reputedly agreeable
nature and considerable skill in conversation, may even have made the
acquaintance of this remarkable pastoral visionary all the more
desirable to cultivated men and women otherwise close to the core
values and familiar with the refined social environment of the
Edinburgh-based Scottish Enlightenment.
What little else we can infer from the character of the manuscript
itself tends to support this interpretation of its author's highly unusual
position: a singular individual closely tied by experience and social
interaction to the fashionable elite of the day, he was nevertheless
hostile to many of the prevailing ethical assumptions of the Scottish
and European Enlightenments. Scraps of theological evidence within
the text, for example, make it clear that Williamson was formally, like
most of his contemporary Scots, a Calvinist. But the imembarrassed
dogmatism of his writing also suggests that he would have been situated
very much closer to the evangelical fringe of Scottish presbyterianism
than the leading Edinburgh literati, the so-called "Moderate" ministers
and their friends, of the 1760s, luke-warm believers with whom men
like Hopetoun, Clerk, and the Erskines were themselves normally
associated.'® It is clear, moreover, that the manuscript is the work of
someone possessing a detailed knowledge not only of the Bible but of
many more recondite ancient and modern authorities. Such works as
these, on the evidence of Williamson's writing, must have been
increasingly available to any inquisitive contemporary, whether an
urbane Edinburgh philosopher or a self-educated rustic prophet,
through the numerous booksellers of the capital city and the Border
towns during the Enlightenment: there is even a suggestion, preserved
by Ramsay, that Williamson was himself on occasion a reader at the
Advocates Library in Edinburgh." Yet there is, it must be reiterated in

" On the Moderate hegemony in the Kirk by the 1750s, see I. D. L. Clark, "From Protest to
Reaaion: the Moderate Regime in the Church of Scotland, 1752-1805," in N. T. Phillipson and
R. Mitchison, eds., Scotland inthe Age oflmprovement (Edinburgh: Edinburgh tJniversity Press,
1970): 200-24. It is also possible that Williamson had affinities with those traditionally-inclined
Calvinists who abandoned the hberalising. Moderate-led established Kirk of the eighteenth
century. On dissenting Presbyterians of the period, see J. McKerrow, History of the Secession
Church (Glasgow: William Oliphant and Son, 1839) and A. L. Drummond and J. Bulloch, The
Scottish Church, 1688-1843: The Age of the Moderates (Edinburgh: St Andrew Press, 1973): esp.
41-44.
" The question of literacy and generaleducational attainment beyond that pan of the population
in Scotland which was university-educated has been largely the preserve of R. A. Houston,
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conclusion, not a shred of evidence that he impacted successfully in any
other way on the intellectual life of Scotland in the 1750s and 1760s,
notwithstanding his intriguing social connections with people close to
its epicenter. Nor is there any indication that his manuscript was ever
read by his contemporaries, effectively disseminating his colorful ideas
among a wider and more enlightened audience.Williamson's historical
interest in fact arises only out of the unforeseen and wholly inexplica
ble survival of A Just Complaint. A text which launches a full-frontal
assault upon contemporary social practices and values—including but
by no means confined to meat-eating—from a genuinely heterodox
philosophical standpoint, Williamson's peculiarities makeit a strikingly
curious commentary upon its own times.
*
A Just Complaint adopts what might loosely be described as a Christian
humanist perspective upon the nature of man's relationship with
animals. This might at first sight appear to place Williamson, for all his
eccentricity, back in the broad mainstream of Scottish intellectual
culture in the middle years of the eighteenth century, a culture with
which his patrons, including Erskine and Clerk, were, of course,
intimately connected. Yet his more particular perspective locates John
Williamson very firmly within a more unusual tradition of European
thinking about man's place in the natural order, one stretching back at
least to Greek antiquity, to Pythagoras, Empedocles, Heraclitus, and
Epicurus, a distinguished lineage recently illuminated by the work of
Colin Spencer.^° Specifically and significantly, Williamson appears
largely immune to Stoicism, the thread within the common humanist
inheritance favored by so many of his more famous Scottish contempo
raries. Christian Stoicism in fact characterized many of the most
influential educated men—morahsts, philosophers, historians, scientists.

whose conclusions are best expressed in Scottish Literacy and Scottish Identity (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1985). His more recent Social Change in the Age of the Enlighten
ment: Edinburgh 1660-1760 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994) is also an invaluable discussion of
the milieu on which A Just Complaint passed comment. The possibility that Williamson may
have read in the Advocates Library is raised by the story that he apparently claimed to have
discovered an antique tract on mining there: Scotland and Scotsmen-, ii, 333.
™ Colin Spencer, The Heretic's Feast: A History of Vegetarianism (London: Fourth Estate, 1993).
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and social commentators—in Scotland in the 1760s, including civic
luminaries such as the Moderate churchmen and university professors
William Robertson, Hugh Blair, and Adam Ferguson. Indeed, it has
been common for later historians to identify the Scottish Enlighten
ment not just with a continuing commitment to established public
religion and its traditional institutions in general but with a devotion
to the philosophical teachings of Cicero and the Stoics in particular.^*
Emphasizing the value of intellectual and cultural pursuits, and of social
interaction, for the cultivation of public spirit and civic virtue, theirs
was a philosophy on which a prosperous, propertied, polite and,
perhaps, enlightened, civilization could confidently be founded. But it
was emphatically not to Stoicism of this more familiar and congenial
kind, regularly discoursed upon in the works of Edinburgh's leading
men of letters, that the Moffat sage turned for his inspiration and moral
comfort. In fact, it is a remarkable feature of A Just Complaint as a
whole that, despite persuasive evidence of voracious reading on the part
of its author, it never once mentions any of the major texts of philo
sophical, sociological, or anthropological scholarship for which by this
time Scotland in general, and Edinburgh in particular, was acquiring a
European reputation.^^
The condemnatory tenor of the tract's very title is in truth a
forceful reminder of Williamson's dissident status in relation to the
Edinburgh-based intellectual leadership of the Scottish Enlightenment.
We have already established that the austere moralist John Williamson
" Richard B. Sher, Church and University in the Scottish Enlightenment (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press,1985). See alsoJ. C. Stewart-Robertson, "Cicero Amongthe Shadows: Scottish
Prelections of Virtue and Duty," Rivista Critica di Storia delta Filosophia (1983): 25-49 and J.
Dwyer, Virtuous Discourse: Sensibility and Community in Late Eighteenth-Century Scotland
(Edinburgh: John Donald, 1987). A useful essay in this respert is M. A. Stewart, "The Stoic
Legacy in the Early Scottish Enlightenment," in Margaret J. Osier, ed.. Atoms, Pneuma and
Tranquility: Epicurean andStoic Themesin European Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1991), 273-96.
" In the 1760s, it was clear that the Scots, and those in the capital city in particular, were at the
centre of a major enterprise of intellectual innovation. Alexander "Jupiter" Carlyle, minister of
Inveresk and a leading Moderate churchman, had already pronounced that "The genius of the
Scotch [sic] never shone with greater lustre than now": The Question Relating to a Scots Militia
Considered (Edinburgh:J. Towers, 1760): 27. By 1771, Matthew Bramble, fictional mouthpiece
for Smollett's euphoria about the philosophical, literary and scientific output of his adoptive
city, would be hailing Edinburgh as a "hotbed of genius": The Expedition of Humphry Clinker,
ed. L. M. Knapp (London: Oxford University Press,1966), 233.John Williamson, to judge from
his discussion of mankind and of its place in the natural world, had read none of the works
which had contributed to this sense of achievement.
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was a member, even though semi-detached, of the sophisticated and
intensely clubbable social network in southern Scotland inhabited no
less by Robertson and Ferguson, by Adam Smith and by Williamson's
one-time disciple James Boswell, leading local votaries of the
eighteenth-century cult of Cicero. But the radical philosophical
contrasts between the border shepherd and the celebrated literati were
mirrored in some striking social developments of Williamson's day.
Within the overcrowded and unsanitary confines of the town walls of
Edinburgh by the middle of the century had come into existence a
tight-knit, vigorously sociable community of traders, townsmen,
gentlemen, lawyers, and churchmen, as well as some of the leading
literati of the European Enlightenment, most of them living, haggling,
arguing and, apparently, wining and dining together.^' As H. G.
Graham wrote many decades ago, with a keen eye for the vital
connection between consumption and creativity in the Scottish
Enlightenment: "If we wish to seek out the beginnings of Scottish
literature, we shall find it in the clubs of gentlemen that met in dingy
taverns, in [the] dark wynds of Edinburgh."^'' This was precisely the
intensely gregarious social environment in the capital city against
whose predominant lifestyle the disapproving John Williamson of
Moffat, probably an occasional visitor to the metropolis, almost
certainly wrote A Just Complaint. It is even possible that the tract was
inspired by his own fleeting experiences of Edinburgh, a rustic sermon
against urban excess conceived literally within hailing distance of the
heaving oyster cellars and seedy taverns of the medieval Old Town, the
rumbustious center of this enlightened society's throbbing social and
intellectual existence—corpulent, bibulous, and unashamedly carnivo
rous.^^ What is doubly remarkable about the wider context in which

The moral significance of vigorous "sociability" in a community profoundly influenced by
Joseph Addison's polite literature is explored inJ. Dwyer, "The Imperative of Sociability: Moral
Culture in the Late Scottish Enlightenment," British Journal of Eighteenth-Century Studies 13
(1990), 169-84.
" Scottish Men of Letters in the Eighteenth Century (London: A. and C. Black, 1901), 7. An
interesting picture of the recreational and gastronomic preferences of the Edinburgh
Enlightenment is offered in D. D. McElroy, "The Literary Clubs and Societies of EighteenthCentury Scotland" (unpublished Ph.D. dissenation. University of Edinburgh, 1952).
A flavour of the culinary delightsdeemed essentialto the free-flowing culturalexchange among
the distinguished Edinburgh professoriate in theeighteenth century is afforded by the discovery
that, at the Star and Ganer inn on 29 March 1794, the Symposium Academicum dined on
"Lamb-Head Stove, Turbot, Chickens, Jellies, Turtle Soup, Salmon, Roast Pig, Blancmange,
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the manuscript was almost certainly written, then, is that, on the one
hand, the author was to some extent peripherally connected, through
his patrons and circle of admirers, with a vibrant and close-knit
community of literati and their associates in what had already become
a major center of Enlightenment civilization; and that, on the other,
working within the broadly Christian and humanist traditions shared
with his hedonistic Scottish contemporaries, he should nevertheless
manage to pick out of the common intellectual fabric a discordant
philosophical thread of such seriously subversive potential.
Williamson's starting point is, perhaps, the obvious one for any
Christian humanist. The Creation, the single moment defining man's
intended place in the natural world, is illuminated by reference both to
the Bible and to classical antiquity:
man at first was created an innocent Ruler of Animals and
Commanded to eat of the fruits & herbs according to the best
Authoritys Gen: 1.20,29 Eccl: 7.28. Hesiod Ovid &c. on the
Golden age.^^
Yet here already Williamson is marking out a significantly different
position through a striking choice of authority. Ovid's Metamorphoses
contains a memorable apostrophisation of the Golden Age as well as a
persuasive rendering of the classical Pythagorean doctrine of metempsy
chosis (which is to say, belief in the transmigration of deathless souls
from body to body). It therefore offers powerful ancient support for
the intertwined spirituality of all living creatures, a distinctive belief of
the pre-Socratics which had largely been rejected by most of the major
Skink Soup and Marrow Pudding"; see C. P. Finlayson, "The Symposium Academicum" in
Gordon Donaldson, ed.. Four Centuries: Edinburgh University Life, 1583-1983 (Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press, 1983), 71-91. A cautionary note, however, is introduced by the
observation, for which I must thank Dr. Paul Wood, that two of the leading lights of the
Edinburgh Enlightenment were neverthelessvegetarians.Joseph Black, discoverer of latent heat,
managed to die with a bowl of milk in his lap, having forsworn meat in the interests of his
notoriously weak constitution: Dictionary of National Biography, ii, 573. His friend, thefounder
of modern geology,James Hutton, was even morelike Williamson—a free-thinker who disliked
many facets of contemporary social onhodoxy: ibid.: x, 355. Both men's unlikely membership
of the Oyster Club, one of intellertual Edinburgh's most riotous assemblies, is discussed in D.
D. McElroy, A Century of Scottish Clubs (Edinburgh: n. p., 1969), 309-12, a privately published
volume of which a copy resides in the National Library of Scotland.
" [Williamson, John], A Just Complaint on Mankind for Injuring Killing and Eating Animals,
(Edinburgh, National Library of Scotland: Adv. MS. 23.6.3): fo. T.
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philosophical traditions in later Western thought—Aristotelianism,
scholasticism, rationalism, humanism, Cartesianism, and Catholic
theology7^ Having issued a reminder of man's original place as an
"innocent Ruler of Animals" and as a herbivore, moreover, Williamson
immediately seeks to contrast the happy former state originally
established by God with the fallen position achieved by man in
historical time. Here the Augustinian censoriousness of the evangelical
Presbyterian is powerfully reinforced by the moralistic disapproval of
the austere Pythagorean;
Conform to reason & his own Confession, Man is now
degenerated into a murdering & Ingratefull Tyrant, of the
best & most assistant Animals, an incourager & perverter of
the worst as he endeavours to make dogs Hawks &c worse
than they would be in Hunting & murdering the best
Creatures.
Williamson, perhaps reminded by its continual re-admission in the
Westminster Confession of Faith dutifully intoned at communion by
all Scottish Presbyterians, sees this original lapse as seminal. It is
constitutive of man's entire subsequent relations with animals. Man's
degeneration, a ftmdamental Biblical theme and one significantly
confirmed by Hesiodic authority, is the key to all later wrongs.
Responsibility for this tmwelcome transformation of other animals into
killers can thus safely be attributed to man's sinfulness:
and as Animals were created innocent & familiar with man,
it is most probable, that degenerated man first Corrupted
them, the Amphibious the fish & the old the young ever
since.

^ See Mary Catherine Bolton, A Study of Pythagoreanism in Ovid's Metamorphoses (Ottawa:
National Library of Canada, 1986). On the later history of this set of doctrines see Peter
Gorman, Pythagoras;A Life (London:Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1979), esp.187-203. It is curiom
to note that in 1745 Robert Dodsley had published his English translation of Antonio Cocchi s
The Pythagorean Diet (1743), a text admired by, amongst other radical savants, Voltaire and
Rousseau: see Janet Barkas, The Vegetable Passion: A History of the Vegetarian State of Mind
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1975), 75-8. Dodsley's Scottish links were manifold and
included his publication ofJ ames Macpherson'sfragments of Ancient Poetry, the foundation-text
of the whole Ossianic fraud, in his Fugitive Pieces on Various Subjects (1761).
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Having thereby situated fallen man and his irreparable moral failings
at the heart of his argument—a move traditional in Scottish Presbyte
rian social commentary since John Knox, and by no means totally
expunged even from the more high-flown secular rhetoric of the
Enlightenment—Williamson is able to develop in the remainder of A
Just Complaint a damning indictment of human relations with the rest
of the natural worlds®
An important first philosophical consideration for Williamson is
to reject any suggestion that, having been rendered murderous by man's
notoriously malign influence, other animals which kill might be said to
have joined him in equivalent sinfulness. Williamson scorns this
simplistic equation. He draws our attention instead to man's alleged
double standard in his treatment of animals' killing. He is also
particularly struck by the seemingly noble reluctance of certain
animals, despite excessive human provocation, to injure others:
How much worse than beasts of Prey are barbarous &
inconsistant men? who not only slay the most innocent
Creatures for Sport, tho most Serviceable for luxury, but
destroy some Animals for distroying others & murder some
because they will not kill, such as innocent dogs Cats &
Hawks when inspired by a Divine Instinct, not to kill &
Thus to bear Testimony against their own bloody kind &
against their Cruel masters. When the cause of every Injured
Creature, will be Judged and Redressed in a future state. To
ballance the great inequality of Rewards & punishments in
the present State, According to Justice & mercy Psal:
96.11.12.13 Is: 67.17 10 25. Rom: 8.20 10 2.3. 1 Cor: 15.22
Rev: 5.11.10 14&21.1 to 5 see Ramsays Theology of the
Ancients his Philosophical principles & Arguments for the
Man's moral inadequacy and the consequent tendency in history towards decadence and
degeneracy actually continued to exercise a hold over even the most enlightened of Scottish
minds. "Degeneracy as well as improvement is incident to man," warnedJames Dunbar, Essays
on the History of Mankind in Rude and Uncultivated Ages (Dublin: Colles etc., 1782), 1. Hugo
Arnot, self-congratulatory Presbyterian historian of Williamson's city, felt moved to note that
manners and morals progress towards"an acme of refinement, which degenerates into the basest
corruption," History of Edinburgh (Edinburgh: W. Creech, 1779), 51. Knox's much-vaunted
democratic tendencies had in praaice only led to the gloomy formulation that "Nature hath
made us equal as concerning corruption," in "An Answer to the Cavillations of an Adversary,"
Works, ed. D. Laing, 6 vols., (Edinburgh Bannatyne Club, 1846), I, 125.
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Restoration of all Angels men & Creatures, to their first
State, Ditto on the Resurrection asserting the future Exis
tence of Animals, The Glimpse of Glory for their Renova
tion &c. (fo.
Williamson argues, in other words, that Scripture teaches that some
animals are inspired by a "Divine Instinct" not to kill one another. He
insists that animals possess a spirit or a soul and thus partake in
salvation. And he further claims that a Day of Judgment will follow in
which victimized animals will gain divine redress and murderous man
be severely punished.
Williamson's indebtedness here to long established but essentially
dissident Christian and classical traditions which assert both animal
sentience and spirituality, typified by Ramsay's controversial and recent
Theology and Mythology of the Ancients (1727) with its sympathetic
treatment of Pythagorean metempsychosis, is especially important in
locating his ideas in a wider philosophical history. For in this respect
the author of A Just Complaint is not in fact unique. Metempsychosis
had enjoyed something of a minor vogue in the first half of the
eighteenth century. Possibly this had been stimulated at first by the
fascination of later seventeenth-century intellectuals like Ralph Cudworth and Henry More for neo-Platonism (whose crucial notion of the
preexistence of souls, and whose intellectual dependence on the seminal
works of Plotinus and lamblichus—the latter notably translated and
republished a great deal in the early eighteenth century—also provided
a renewed point of contact with ancient Pythagoreanism, otherwise an

Williamson's unusual modern source is in fact Scottish, the Chevalier Ramsay's A Discourse
Upon the Theology and Mythology of the Ancients (London: T. Underwood, 1727). Convinced
that "the Philosophers of all Ages and all Countries have had a Notion of a SUPREME DEITY
distinct and different from Matter" (2), the Chevaher—tutor to Charles Edward Stuart at St
Germains— argued that ancient heathen philosophers had "adopted the Doctrine of the Praeexistence of Souls, and their final Restoration""(140), the very "Foundation of Christianity" (144).
In other words, the ancient doctrine of metempsychosis, advocated by Pythagoras and
Empedocles, was regarded sympathetically by Ramsay. It meant that, inter alia, the killing of
animals entailed the substantial risk of harming the souls of other people, including possibly
one's own kin, Ramsay's is a specific rejection by an emigre Jacobite of the widely entertained
eighteenth-century Canesian thesis that animals are merely mechanistic, lacking reason andsoul.
That Williamson had himself been an enthusiastic huntsman in his younger days, and thus been
personally responsible for having set animal against animal, is suggested in Turnbull, History,
101.
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increasingly anachronistic philosophy).'" This somewhat marginal
intellectual movement, which nevertheless seems to have acquired a
momentum of its own as the eighteenth century progressed, may also
have been associated to an extent with the increasingly fashionable
Orientalism of the age (which drew attention to non-European, and
particularly to Indian, doctrines of a similar kind), as well as with the
intrinsic appeal of its obviously radical tenor to those in the emerging
Enlightenment—like Voltaire preeminently—themselves strongly
sympathetic to other expressions of social or political dissent."
From an early stage, hostile texts, such as Sebastian Wirdig's Nova
medicina spiritum (1673), had emerged to confront what was clearly
recognized by some as the modern recrudescence of dangerous
metempsychotic belief." Challenging the basis of Western thought
from Aristotle through Aquinas to Hobbes and Leibniz, the notion

" On the early modern revival of Pythagorean metempsychosis, see S. K. Heninger, Touches of
Sweet Harmony: Pythagorean Cosmology and Renaissance Poetics (San Marino, Cal.: The
Huntington Library, 1974): esp. 281n. Importantly, Heninger notes that, in general, "by the
eighteenth century... the teachings of Pythagoras appeared impractical, a fit subject for satire"
(33). See also the cases of the Cambridge Platonist Henry More and his Belgian friend van
Helmont, who discussed the transmigration of souls extensively: Philip C. Almond, Heavenand
Hell in Enlightenment England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 17-23.1 am
indebted to Dr. Stephen Pumfrey for both of these references.
" On Orientalism as a factor in Scottish intellectual hfe see J. Kendall, "Scottish Orientalism
from Robertson to James Mill," Historical Journal 25 (1982): 43-69. More widely, P.J. Marshall,
ed.. The British Discovery of Hinduism in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1970). An early example of this movement in Scotland would be William
Robenson, whose discussion of metempsychosis noticed the strange fact that "These doctrines
of the Brachmins, concerning the Deity, as thesoul which pervades all nature, giving aaivity and
vigour to every part of it, as well as the final re-union of all intelligent creatures to their primeval
source, coincide perfealy with the tenets of the Stoical School," An Historical Disquisition
Concerning the Knowledge Which the Ancients Had of India (Dublin: J. Ershaw, 1791), 316-17.
On metempsychosis and vegetarianism as indelible marks of dissent in all ages, see Spencer,
Heretic's Feast.
" Sebastian Wirdig, Nova medicina spiritum: curiosa scientia & doctrina, unanimiter hucusq[ue]
neglecta, &a nemine merito exculta (Francofurti: Johannis Georgii Schiele, 1673). The initially
sinister association of metempsychosis with error in the later seventeenth century is exemplified
by its use in the anonymous Machiavellius gallicus; seu Metempsychosis Ludovico XIV Galliarum
rege (n.p., 1674), a satirical German text directed against the absolutism of Louis XTV which
alleged that the "Sun King" was the soul of Machiavelli re-born. Earlier still, the doctrine was
sufficiently uncommon, sufficiently eccentric, as to be subjected merely to gentle ridicule.
Shakespeare, for example, has the Clown mock Malvolio's claimsto sanity thus:"Fare thee well:
remain thou still in darkness: thou shalt hold the opinion of Pythagoras ere I will allow of thy
wits, and fear to kill a woodcock, lest thou dispossess the soul of thy grandam," Twelfth Night:
IV, iii, 62-6. This long lasting philosophical doctrine is discussed with rather greater gravitas in
George F. Moore, Metempsychosis (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1914).
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that animals possessed both reason and soul by virtue of their inter
twined spirituality with mankind naturally elicited a firm riposte from
the orthodox majority in Europe."But there had also developed before
the end of the seventeenth century a willingness by certain European
philosophical authors to consider this intriguing doctrine very much
more favorably. A prominent case is Whitelocke Bulstrode's An Essay
of transmigration, in defence of Pythagoras (1692), later rendered into
Latin by Oswald Dykes." Another is the impassioned German defense
issued by Johann Caspar Eichler in 1733." An especially interesting
example is the work of Thomas Tryon, a London merchant whose
curious The Way to Health, Long Life and Happiness; or, A Discourse of
Temperance (1697), in its assertion of equality between man and beast,
has certain affinities with Williamson's later argument." Yet most
pertinent to the task of locating the sympathetic discussion by
Williamson the "Brachman" in a contemporary polemical context must
be the tract attributed to John Zephaniah Holwell, former Governor
of Bengal and a fortunate survivor of the "Black Hole of Calcutta."
Entitled Interesting historical events, relative to the provinces of Bengal and
the empire ofIndostan...[includingja dissertation on the metempsychosis
commonly though erroneously called the Pythagorean doctrine, this was
published in London in 1766, around the probable time of composition
of Williamson's A Just Complaint. Its main thrust is a critique of

" See Aristotle, Politics: 1252b-3b; St Thomas Aquinas, Basic Writings, ed. and tr. A. C. Pegis,
2 vols. (New York:Random House, 1945), II, 220-4; Hobbes,"De Homine" in Man and Citizen,
ed. and tr. B. Gert (London: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1976), 37-43; and Liebniz, Monadology
(London: Lowe and Brydone, 1898), 259-71.
Whitelocke Bulstrode, An Essay of transmigration, in dfazce of Pythagoras (London: Tho.
Basset, 1692), in which metempsychosis is upheld "not only as orthodox & Philosophical
amongst the Ancients, but as True and Evident in Nature": A6r. It was translated by Dykes for
wider European consumption asMetempsychosis; sive, Tentamen de transmigratione in Pythagorae:
seu, Naturalisphilosophiaediscursus (Lonini: Henrici Parker, 1725). Thelatter text had certainly
reached Scotland,for one extant copy is known to bear the bookplate of the Earls of Hopetoun,
residents of South Queensferry near Edinburgh and, as we have seen, patrons of John
Williamson. Bulstrode himself, from a Jacobite family connected closely with the exiled court
at St. Germains, accords pleasingly with the compound stereotype of the Pythagorean both as
philosophical eccentric and political outsider.
Johann Caspar Eichler, Metempsychosis Pythagorae ah imputationihus absurdis liherata
(Marburgi: Philippi Casimiri Mulleri, 1733).
" Thomas Tryon, The Way to Health, Long Life and Happiness; or, A Discourse of Temperance
(London: H. Newman, 1697). Intriguingly, we can be sure that Tryon was known and read in
the environs of Edinburgh because the National Library of Scotland's copy was, like its copy
of Bulstrode, originally in the possession of Williamson's benefactors, the Earls of Hopetoun.
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widespread European ignorance and prejudice towards Hindu civiliza
tion in general. (Indeed, it was said to be Holwell's unusually sympa
thetic treatment of Hindus and their traditions which had led to his
being freed from the "Black Hole.") The accompanying metempsychotic dissertation, essentially a subversion of core traditional beliefs in
Western society by means of a strenuous assertion of Hindu metaphys
ics, serves to provide a suitable accompaniment to Holwell's strongly
dissenting position as a deist.^^ Whether Williamson ever knew of this
publication is not known (though it is clear that Voltaire, for example,
did).'' A Just Complaint makes no explicit reference to Interesting
historical events (whose third part, comprising the advertised disserta
tion, did not actually appear until 1771); and, so far as I have been able
to determine, Williamson's work betrays no identifiable allusions or
direct borrowings from Holwell's writings. Even so, the "Brachman"
of Moffat treats metempsychosis with no little enthusiasm. Like the
former Governor of Bengal, he uses it in the mid-1760s to support a
wider case against flawed attitudes and practices which seemed to him
to have become central to contemporary European life.
By means of a doctrine of metempsychosis indebted directly to
Ramsay and Ovid but ultimately borrowed from the Pythagoreans, A
Just Complaint is thus able to integrate man's profanation of Creation
and the attendant suffering of animals into a recognisable but reformu
lated theology of Christian salvation. In this, the virtues of abstinence
and the vices of animal-killing are now specifically apparent to sinful
man. Those who abstain will receive their eternal rewards. Those who
continue to partake, who inflict needless pain and cruelty on their
fellow creatures, will suffer appropriate punishment in another life. A

" British Discovery.26-7. Tryon, likeHolwell, was of unorthodox religious views, being the son
of an Anabaptist, a student of astrology and founder of the Tryonist sert: Some Memoirs of the
Life of Mr. Tho. Tryon... (London: T. Sowle, 1705). Most interestingly, as well as renouncing
meat, Tryon, whose advice on abstinence later came to the admiring attention of Benjamin
Franklin, shared with both Holwell and Williamson an interest in connections between Oriental
and ancient Greek philosophy. In "A Dialogue between an East-Indian Brackmanny, or Heathen
Philosopher, and a French gentleman," printed in an appendix to The Way to Health, he notes
that "we find the Famous Philosopher Pythagoras flourishing" in ancient India: (14). Above all,
he was also responsible for the rare work Pythagoras, His Mystick Philosophy Reviv'd (London:
Tho. Salusbury, 1691).
" Voltaire's Correspondence, ed. T. Besterman (Geneva: Institut et musee Voltaire, 1953-65),
LXVn, 210,217-18.
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Figure 1. Williamson's opening salvo: the first page of A Just Complaint-,
Note the insertion of the author's name in another hand
(National Library of Scotland; Adv. MS 23.6.3, folio 1").
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Figure 2. A bewildering variety of ancient and modern sources provide
Williamson with precedents for the virtuous life of abstention
(National Library of Scotland: Adv. MS 23.6.3, folio 9%
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general concern about the suffering of animals, earlier voiced by John
Locke and, in the decade after A Just Complaint, repeated in the
sermonising of the English churchmen Richard Dean, James Granger,
and Humphry Primatt, was of course scarcely a preoccupation unique
to Presbyterian dissidents situated in the outermost penumbrae of the
eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment." But Williamson does go
further than any of these in his specifically punitive vision. He argues
that a providential cost is levied on man in this world for his continued
exploitation and persecution of animals:
To be particular mans cruelty to Cattle & the punishments
pursuing this, are evident in the many wounds bruises &
broken bones, in the frequent disorders & deaths men get, by
hard Riding & driving of Horses; and from the great losses
men have by their overloading overlabouring and starving
their Horses & Oxen: & men guilty of these Crimes, when
poor weak or old are remarkably punished, in the same way
by their oppressing & Ingratefull masters, (fo. r-2')''°
An analysis in terms of precise providential retribution, Williamson's
discussion of the direct cost to man, not only hereafter but in the
present life, vividly encapsulates the peculiar social and historical

" Locke, for example, had in 1693 utilised what had always been the most frequent objection to
the mistreatment of animals, that "they who delight in the suffering and destruction of inferior
creatures, will not be apt to be very compassionate or benign to those of their own kind"; "Some
Thoughts Concerning Education," Works,10th ed.,10 vols.(London: J. Johnson, 1801),IX, 112.
Vx'imiXX'i Dissertation on the Duty of Mercy and the Sins of Cruelty to Brute Animals (London: T.
Cadell, 1776),was later republished by Constable & Co, in Edinburgh in 1834.James Granger's
sermon of October 1772, based on ^overbs XII, 10, and delivered at Shiplake in Oxfordshire,
was also published 3sAn apologyfor the brute creation, or. Abuse of animals censured (London: T.
Davies, 1773). Richard Dean, curate of Middleton in Lancashire, argued for "the Post-Existence
of Brutal Souls," whilst being careful to dismiss "the Notion of the Transmigration of Souls" as
a "witty Invention": An Essay on the Future Life of Brute Creatures, 2 vols. (London: G. Kearsly,
1768,: n, ii-xx. See my "An Eighteenth-Century Lancashire Minister on Animal Sentience:
Richard Dean's Essay on the Future Life of Brute Creatures," Transactions of the Lancashire and
Cheshire Antiquarian Society (forthcoming).
" The idea that man suffers more than he gains from meat-eating and the abuse of animals had
also occurred to Thomas Tryon, the English Anabaptist and sectarian, who had commented in
1697 that"there is greater Evil and Misery attends Mankind, by killing, hurrying, and oppressing
his Fellow-Creatures, and eating their Flesh, and that without distinction, than is generally
apprehended or imagin'd": Way of Health-. 232.
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perspective of the evangelical Scottish Calvinist to which the radical
doctrine of metempsychosis has in this case brought the author back.'"
A second vital point for Williamson's radicalization of arguments
developed from orthodox Christian and humanist sources is the
assertion of animals' fundamental innocence, in stark contrast with the
immorality of fallen man. Animals, in A Just Complaint, have a
meekness given to them by God which man'ssinfulness and degeneracy
can neither outweigh nor ignore. Man's sins, indeed, are compoimded
by his failure to repay these kindnesses provided in the natural world
by a benign and bountiful Creator:
How unjust & ingratefull are men when they murder their
Cows Goats & Sheep giving milk to feed them & the last
giving Wool to Cloath them? and Oxen labouring for them
patiently till they are worn out? & what great wasters are
men by killing multitudes of Cattle when breeding & young?
The wages of ingratitude are, moreover, identical with those meted out
to those men and animals who kill. By providential intervention,
condign punishment befalls all such sinners. It comes in a uniformly
grisly fashion which Williamson's austerely Calvinist moral vision leads
him to recount with barely concealed relish:
and how evidently are Animal murderers punished by
Animal dead bodys Corrupting the Air & Water; and by
their flesh 8c bones oft choaking the Eaters, and by unwholsome flesh meat always spoiling their blood 8c Juices, with
Acid humours Causing Rheumatisms, Scurvys, pains, fevers
8cc. and with Gluey humours, causing obstructions Asthmas

•" Another contemporary Scottish case of a retributive and providential history is the work of
the minister at Cockpen, near Edinburgh,John Bonar, whose unpublished manuscript work The
History ofTyre (Edinburgh,New College Library: X156,1/5,Box 27), dated c. 1758, is informed
by the belief that "the condua of His providences towards Men will always bear a relation to
their character & behaviour": (1). On providentialism in Scottish historical thought, see David
Allan, Virtue, Learning and the Scottish Enlightenment: Ideas of Scholarship in Early Modem
History (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1993), 109-27, 207-17; J. Dwyer, "The
Heavenly City of the Eighteenth-Century Moderate Divines," in Dwyer, R. A. Mason and A.
Murdoch, eds.,Hew Perspectives on thePolitics and Cultureof EarlyModem Scotland (Edinburgh:
John Donald, 1982): 291-318; and R. Kyle, "John Knox's Concept of History: A Focus on the
Providential and Apocalyptic Aspects of His Religious Faith," Fides et Historia 18 (1986): 5-19.
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Coughs decays &c. disordering the body; and from these arise
Anger, & Melancholy, Madness &c. distempering the mind
for flesh of murdered Animals tainted with rage & madness
infects the eaters therewith, so that flesh eaters like their
fellow Beasts of Prey live in Continual Wrath & War fear
hatred and murder & far worse than Beasts of Prey both
murder & Rob individuals of their > own kind and with
Armys distroy many thousands at a time without giving
Mercy to these who ask it; and as men oft put whole Countrys and Citys to fire & sword they are often punised with
these Calamitys in their Turn and with famine & pestilence
the Common Consequences of War. It is no less evident that
these who depopulate the Country by turning Corn grounds
into great Grass farms are visibly punished with Scarcity &
dearth of Victual & of all other necessarys. (fo. 2''-2'')
Apart from the last sentence, an interesting contemporary reference to
the enclosure movement which was the engine of eighteenth-century
Scotland's agricultural "Improvement," Williamson's account of the
consequences of killing and eating animals may well touch a chord in
the modern reader: fear of "flesh of murdered Animals tainted with
rage & madness [which] infects the eaters therewith" will scarcely seem
like extravagant special-pleading in an age confronted by bovine
spongiform encephalopathy. Yet Williamson's basis for this argument
from pathology is strictly neither medical nor rational. It is founded in
providentialism, justified by a singularly radical selection of authorities
sometimes drawn from the outer margins of the Christian and
humanist inheritance.Post-lapsarian man exists, in Williamson's vision,
within a retributive moral economy established and governed by divine
will. This is the real reason why, when he kills and eats other creatures,
he suffers all the well-documented misfortunes which befall him.
*

An influential source, though not cited by Williamson, for the view that the killing and eating
of animals is the immediate stimulus for man's pathological aggression in his post-lapsarian
degeneracy, is Bossuet's Discours sur I'historie universelle (1681).
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A basic polemical framework thus established, grounded in a creative
amalgam of specific doctrines culled from Christian providentialism
and classical Pythagoreanism, Williamson is able next to return to
develop an earlier theme. This is the superior moral example which he
believes has been set by many animals—implicitly conceived now as
part of the same moral community of Creation. Essentially, he argues
that the herbivorous life of abstinence which he has identified in cattle
sets standards to which other members of that community, including
men themselves, should in all conscience aspire;
If men Injured not Cattle & lived like them on water &
Vegetables and like them abstained from their own females
when breeding & nursing & neither oppressed deceived nor
starved their own kind, men would escape innumerable
Crimes & miserys & enjoy much more health & happiness
peace & Contentment & have a far stronger & better
posterity.
That natural bovine mores supposedly conform with all-too-convenient
precision to the abstemiousness traditionally favored by Scottish
Presbyterians does not appear to have been regarded by Williamson as
straining the credibility of his argument. On the contrary, having
upheld the prudent circumspection of cattle, he plunges back into an
attack on man's contrasting cruelty. He reasserts the irrationality and
evident unprofitability of their chosen course of action. He emphasizes
how contrary such behavior is in the context of the basic altruistic
principles of the divine moral economy of Creation:
Man is no less Barbarous Treacherous & Ingratefull to
Colonys of Deer & Rabbits, of Doves & Bees, of Geese &
Hens &c. which he keeps to Rob & murder them tho they
Trust & serve him, & would be much more pleasant &
profitable alive than dead; The Deer by work & milk as in
Lapland; The fowls by Eggs; & the Bees by Honey and all be
more pleasant by familiarity; & usefull by Contemplation.
But to indulge an Appetite vitiated by bad habit, which he
should rectifie; Man murders these & himself by his eating
their flesh. Eggs & Honey when Infected by his murdering
them. Thus man will rather be an Ingratefull Tyrant &
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diseased murderer of these innocent Creatures serving him &
thereby a self-murderer than be a gratefull Ruler & healthy
benefactor to himself & these from whom he should learn a
social & provident an Industrious & Innocent a healthy &
hardy way of living & breeding, (fo. 2''-3'')
Compared with the well-meaning intentions of God, still fully reflected
in the lives of the more virtuous inhabitants of the animal kingdom,
man's self-appointed role in this holistic natural world has been, insists
Williamson, simply to plunder and to pillage without a thought for his
own or its other members' better interests. The killing and eating of
animals by mankind represents two errors in one. It is ignorant of the
spiritual and thus moral interconnectedness of every creature within a
metempsychotic Creation—a refusal to see that, in murdering an
animal, he is quite literally murdering himself. It is also a rejection of
the beneficent natural order established by God: even in swatting
houseflies, insists the author, man refuses "to protect these fine & frail
Machines animated with precious lives" (fo. 3"). The former claim is
perhaps the more interesting in terms of the way in which it again
positions Williamson outside much of contemporary philosophical
thinking. Like his more famous fellow countryman, David Hume,
whose acceptance of animal rationality was similarly part of a wider
enterprise in the deliberate discomfiture of self-satisfied orthodoxy,
Williamson subversively proposes that animals and mankind actually
share fundamental moral and intellectual qualities.'"

•" Hume's proposals on the "reasonings of beasts" form an integral part of his hostile analysis of
traditional rationalism, leading on almost inevitably to the claim that this common capacity is
"nothing but a wonderful and unintelligible instinct in our souls," A Treatise of Human Nature,
ed. L. Selby-Bigge (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1888), 176-79. Hume's much less subversive
predecessor, Francis Hutcheson, had in fact promulgated a providential account of the role of
animals in Creation, though one characteristically much more moderate in its implications than
Williamson's. For Hutcheson, the divine moral economy established animals in order to share
human labours, but also as a potential source of food in circumstances in which both animals and
humans had multiplied to such an extent that the survival of man, the "higher" creation, in
possession of what Hutcheson described as "real adventitious rights," could no longer be
guaranteed: see A Short Introduction to Moral Philosophy: II, 5, and A System of Moral Philosophy:
n, 6 (reprinted in Collected Works of Francis Hutcheson, ed., B. Fabian, 7 vols. (Hildesheim: G.
Olms, 1969), with the relevant passages at rV:148-49 and V:309-16). In effert Hutcheson, who
taught Adam Smith and was a leading influence among the Stoically-inclined literati of
Edinburgh, managed, unlike Williamson, to reconcile Calvinist providentialism with orthodox
social praaice.
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At this juncture the moment is ripe for A Just Complaint to return to
the second main theme already established. Mention of man's particular
treatment of animal species presents an opportunity to underline the
retributive character of Providence as conceived of by the kind of
eighteenth-century Presbyterian evangelicalism to which Williamson
evidently adheres:
What Barbarous Savages are men who insnare and murder
innocent Starving Animals seeking food & shelter about their
Houses & Gardens in storms as Hares Partridges Birds &
such like whom they should supply & protect carefully, For
which Barbarities men are oft punished by like usage from
one another in like distresses & by Accidents from Guns oft
mentioned in Newspapers, Nightcolds & by the above
mentioned disorders of mind & body proceeding from
murdered flesh infected with madness by violent deaths from
furious dogs invenomed teeth & Corrupted with putrified
blood & Gore and oft poisoned with hail shot cast with
Arsenic, (fo. 3'-4')
The alternative to inviting this wrath upon himself is, of course, to
choose freely to adopt a more considered and provident lifestyle. This
new life of vegetarianism and self-restraint would be more rational as
well as more ethical, the embodiment of the classical Pythagorean ideal.
It would, moreover, be the natural product of sensible reasoning and
clear thinking which again accepts the reality of metempsychosis:
If man would break off his fetters of ignorance & bad habits
insensibly Contracted by Education & ill Example & would
seriously ponder the above particulars he would not dare
distroy these fine Machines of Gods wise working & dispos
sess the life soul or divine deputy from its Temple the
body...In stead of the present murder & abuse of innocent
Creatures men should study the right use of them and learn
to imitate their innocent healthy & happy way of living on
fruits herbs and water, (fo. 5")
Warming to his task, with an explicit rejection, like Voltaire at around
the same time, of popular eighteenth-century Cartesianism—which
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assumed that animals were simply machines without souls—Williamson
insists that this pious and rational decision to respect the "life soul" in
all living creatures is founded on adherence to Biblical, Pythagorean
and very specific Stoic exemplars, as well as on modern historical
scholarship.''^ The need, he argues, is to follow:
the Example of the best Animals & best men in Scripture
who are never said to Cohabite with their wives after
conception. The best men in History observe this, as the
Brachmans & Barians and the strongest as the African Blacks,
whose wives have easiest births. The Brachmans have their
wives only 40 days in a year till they have three Children &
then the marriage is ended. To prevent the bad health &
short lives which Mothers & Children have by unseasonable
Cohabitations, and by women having more Children than
their Constitutions can safely bear, see their ancient &
modern Historys in Strabo, Ariarrus, Churchill, Ham &c.

(fo. 60

" Descartes' claims that animals are simply "natural automata," equipped with life and with
physical sense but without soul or rational thought, are found in Discourse on the Method in
Philosophical Works, trans, and ed. E. S. Haldane and G. R. T. Ross (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1978), 1:115-18. Also his letters to the Marquess of Newcastle (November 23,
1646) and to Henry More (February 5, 1649) in Philosophical Letters, trans, and ed. Anthony
Kenny (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970). Voltaire's riposte to the Aristotelians and
Cartesians is in the Dictionnaire philosophique, first published in 1764. The famous entry is for
'Betes,' and commences with a scarcely containable note of ribaldry: "Quelle pitie, quelle
pauvrete, d'avoir dit que les betes sont des machines privees de connaissance et de sentiment, qui
font toujours leurs operations de la meme maniere, qui n'apprennent rien, ne perfectionnent
rien, etc. !" Oeuvres completes de Voltaire, 56 vols. (Paris: Chez Mm. V. H. Perronneau, 1817),
vn pt. 1, 482.
Williamson's discussion here relies upon Awnsham Churchill, Collection of voyages and travels
(London, 1704), a much-quoted and frequently re-published source of literary Orientalismin the
first half of the eighteenth century. It would be gratifying to think that "Ham" is John Ham,
mathematician andeditorofDr.John Arbuthnot's Of the Laws of Chance (1738), since the latter
author was Scottish-educated, an intimate of the vegetarian Catholic poet and social satirist
Alexander Pope and himself the author of a second work, .dn Essay Concerning Ailments (1730),
which espouses vegetarianism on health grounds. Williamson's acknowledgement, though,
strongly impliesan historian or travel writer, and it is therefore morelikely atruncated reference
to Alexander Hamilton, author of d New Account of the East Indies (Edinburgh:John Mosman,
1727), a commendation of Hindu moralteachings in general. Although Churchill issubsequently
listed alongside one "Harris" (fo. 9^), the reference at fo. 6'does not look as though it is a clumsy
contraction of "Harris." The later citation of "Harris" refers in all probability to John Harris,
author of Navigantium atque Itinerantium Bibliotheca; or a compleat Collection of Voyages and
Travels, 2 vols. (London: "T. Bennet, 1705).
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Again the choice of Greek sources is extremely revealing. Strabo was
a Stoic, but one whose writings reveal a deep knowledge of ancient
Indian civilization. Arriarus [Flavins Arrianus], too, was a Stoic, but
more specifically a disciple of Epictetus, whose ascetic vein of the
philosophy, captured in the Encheiridion, downplays the elevated
intellectualizing and elitism of the Stoical mainstream. Both sources
therefore purvey a more obviously radical vision of universal brother
hood than the more famous figures of classical Stoicism; and, as a slave,
Epictetus is also rather more convincingly able to recommend a
virtuous life of genuine simplicity. That Williamson cites the minor
Stoical thinkers Strabo and Arrian whilst his Scottish contemporaries
Smith and Ferguson preferred to venerate the celebrated politicians
Cicero and Seneca (Stoicism was the philosophy of leaders, "the best
school of heroes and patriots," according to Smith's influential Theory
of Moral Sentiments) nicely illustrates the gulf between the literati's
establishmentarian commitments, influentially given voice in their own
writings, and the rather different philosophical perspectives of the
determined social critic in enlightened Scotland.'"^ Williamson's
discussion, not least because it here reaches out unexpectedly to
Stoicism, actually confirms its wider subversive agenda precisely
because associated with its previously stated vegetarianism are now also
a strict sexual abstinence and a general austerity. These practices, in
keeping with original Pythagorean doctrines as well as with the ideals
of some uncommonly puritanical Stoics, have of course been most
recently exemplified in modern India by the virtuous Flindu priest
hood. Needless to say, moreover, they are also usefully consistent with
the preferred private morality of evangelical eighteenth-century
Scottish Presbyterians.
Integral to the long-established tradition of evangelical preaching
in Scotland, of which Williamson's thunderous polemic was in a sense
only a latter-day expression, was also a strain of millenarianism and
apocalypticism stretching back through the time of the seventeenthcentury Covenants to Knox himself in the 1560s.''^ This element too is
Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 4th edition (London; Strahan, 1774), 105. First
published in 1759.
" For example, Bonar's History of Tyre is essentially an apocalyptic piece direaed at the public
morahty of Hanoverian Britain during the Seven Years' War, a conflict which its author clearly
conceived in even more momentous terms; "In times of pubhc danger & Calamity, it has been
usual, not only with Christian, but even with unenlightened nations, to humble themselves
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strongly manifested in A Just Complaint when, towards the close of his
denunciation, Williamson relates his moralistic message closely to
momentous recent events within Scottish history—the Anglo-Dutch
conflict of the later seventeenth century (which had, incidentally,
proven especially detrimental to Scotland's trading networks) and the
vicious North American aspect of the recently concluded Seven Years'
War (in which the Scots had played a full and heroic part). The latter
is a conflict which Williamson's tendentious reasoning is able to
conceive (and notwithstanding Britain's monumental strategic triumph
enshrined by the late Peace of Paris in 1763) merely as providential
punishment for specific offenses against animals:
Men are Justly punished for Animal murders for example the
late War in America arose about fishing and the fur Trade of
Deer & Beaver skins in place of which men sold one another
scalps. There were also bloody Wars between the Dutch &
the English about the Herring fishing & beside these general
Judgments particular punishments come on murdering men
while fishing by Shipwrecks, colds, wants & by many
accidents which attend fishing, (fo. 6")
Equally typical of evangelical preaching in early modern Scotland were
enthusiastic sentiments designed to convey a mood of immediate crisis
at a time of moral and spiritual conversion. Williamson's efforts in this
regard amount to a clear implication of man's imminent adoption of
vegetarianism. This, he reasons, will permit nothing less than a return
to the original state of innocence, once established in the Hesiodic
before God" (1). The preference of many Scottish Presbyterians for reading public events as
though they were part of the final apocalyptic struggle owes much to Knox, whose urgentlyexpressed sixteenth-century vision of imminent Judgment has much in common with
Williamson: "there hath bene no tyme sence the ascencion of our Lord Jesus Christ wherin there
hath ben greater plages, then ther is now in oure tyme, for besyde bloody warre, soden death,
great untruth, open perjurie, division, strange consumyng fyres, change of great estates, &
comon wealthes," A Faythfull Admonition ([Zurich], 1554), A4r. Similarly, see J. C. Cassidy,
"Bearers of Christ's Standard: The Apocalyptic Vision of the Scottish Covenanters, 1638-51,"
Scottish Tradition 20 (1995): 1-29. This gave rise to a tradition of Jeremiadical preaching, alive
and well among evangelicals in Edinburgh in Williamson's day (though distinctly not to the
tastes of most of the enlightened literati), which is the background to Richard B. Sher,
"Witherspoon's Dominion of Providence and the Scottish Jeremiad Tradition," in his and J. R.
Smitten, eds., Scotland and America in the Age of the Enlightenment (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1990), 46-64.
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Golden Age and the Garden of Eden and subsequently advocated and
exemplified both by Pythagoras and by another philosopher whose
Stoicism had also subsequently taken a curious form, Epicurus:
If men were freed from the fetters of bad habits and preju
dices, and were delivered from the Errors of Common
Opinion, & Confinement of Custom, they would soon see &
speedily fly their present way of living as evil & dangerous
and follow that of the first & best state wherein man was
happy as near as they could, (fo. 7')
Finally, after a recapitulation of some well-known Scriptural arguments
against the consumption of flesh, "Williamson returns to a series of
specific moral exemplars, drawn from the Bible and from classical and
modern secular scholarship. It is these whose model he would wish
virtuous converts of the near future to follow:
the good examples of the long lived Antideluvian Patriarchs
who neither killed nor eat Animals, according to the best
Authors and Reasons; for man at first was commanded to eat
fruits & herbs and flesh eating is never mentioned till after
the flood. Let us imitate Israel in the desart, who by God's
Command eat Manna Exod: 16.4.15.... Let us coppy after the
Essenes the best Jewish sect who did not kill nor eat Animals
neither drunk they strong drink nor put men to death in War
nor for Crimes according to Josephius, Philo Judeus &c. The
best amongst the Ancient Heathen Philosophers the "Venera
ble & holy Gymnosophists Brachmans Pythagoreans &c so
thought & acted, see their lives and Historys in Laertius,
Stanly, Ariarrus, Strabo, Porphinus, Palladius.... Waldo the
founder of the Waldenses is related so to have lived...The
Drunkards in Pensilvania a Religious order of Anabaptists
and seventh day Sabbath keepers, who with Origen & his
followers hold that an Universal purification and Salvation,
of all Angels men and Creatures, will at last take place...(fo.
8V_9V) 48

Porphinus [Porphyry] and [Diogenes] Laenius are the definitive ancient biographers of
Pythagoras. At least as imponantly, the former was also author of the De ahstinentia, a treatise
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The fiercely austere Essene Jews, the Pennsylvanian Mennonites, the
hair-shirted Hindu Brachmans and Gynmosophists and, of course, the
spiritual and self-denying Pythagoreans, would perhaps make a natural
exemplary community for any broadly Christian and humanist
commentator, not only for Williamson or his immediate philosophical
source Thomas Stanley/' But again the groups and individuals chosen
by way of illustration actually have a special significance for the
dissident Scot. Most are in some sense marginal cases. Ascetics or
outcasts—and, in Waldo's case, a heretic to boot—they inhabit the
rarefied moral fringes of their respective societies. They are almost
certainly selected specifically by Williamson because they embody a
radical critique of entire established patterns of living. Even the
acknowledged sources are redolent of eccentricity and difference.
Porphyry in particular is a most interesting case, a visionary in the
wilderness, an unheeded prophet, commended by Voltaire in the
Dictionnaire philosophique as a "scrupulous theologian, a true philoso
pher, and of a gentle and sensitive spirit.'"® All such examples, like
Williamson himself, contributed to their times not as establishment-

on vegetarianism edited and translated in the eighteenth century by ThomasTaylor and recently
republished as Porphyry on Abstinence from Animal Food, ed. Esme Wynne-Tyson (London:
Centaur Press, 1965). Like Porphyry (who was a student of Plotinus, the true founder of neoPlatonism), the earlier Philo Judaeus of Alexandria, another of Williamson's references, was
responsible for attemptsto reconcilePlatonism withJewish thought.Arriarus [Flavius Arrianus]
was author of the Anabasis, a history of Alexander the Great and the major ancient Western
source, alongside Strabo, for knowledge of Alexander's Indian contemporaries.
•" Thomas Stanley's The History of the Cbaldaick Pbilosopby (London: T. Dring, 1662), contains
a strongly favourable account of Pythagoras, which effectively treats him as a proto-St Francis
of Assissi: "Of meats, he absolutely disallowed such, as are flatulent, and disorder the body... In
this manner he lived himself, abstaining from the flesh of living creatures, and worshipping
unbloody altars, and both taking care, that others should not put tame beasts to death, and
himself making the savage tame": (108). Indeed, Stanley's discussion of this matter is so striking
and unusual that it has recently been re-published separately as Pythagoras, bis life and writings
(Los Angeles: Philosophical Research Society, 1970), with the extra« now taken from the 1687
edition of the History.
^ "II remontre a Firmus qu'en s'abstenant de la viande et des liqueurs fortes, on conserve la sante
de I'ame et du corps; qu'on vit plus long-temps et avec plus d'innocence. Toutes ses reflexions
sont d'un theologien scrupuleux, d'un philosophe rigide, et d'une ame douce et sensible,
Oeuvres: Vn pt. 2,1793-4. Porphyry's interesting arguments for abstention have more recently
been the subject of D. A. Dombrowski,"Vegetarianism and the Argument from Marginal Cases
in Porphyry," Journal of the History of Ideas XLV (1984): 141-43.
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arian public figures or even as popular leaders but as discordant voices
and emphatic critics of normative behavior.^^
Williamson concludes, however, with a more personal recommen
dation drawn from his own experience of an abstemious life on the
periphery of affairs in enlightened Scotland. This is linked optimisti
cally with a reference to the political advantages that might also accme
to society in general, were his private example—like that of Por
phyry—to be followed:
And in this way the Author hath lived for above 40 years
being then convinced of the Cruelty & Ingratitude of killing
innocent and assistant Animals, he left Gunning & Hunting
& afterwards he desisted from flesh eating, because it made
him Accessory to killing, and by Gods blessing this innocent
wholesom way of living, he enjoys a better state of
health...He also now finds his passions more easily moderated
& ruled by reason than in his former way of living, all which
benefites he acknowledgeth as divine favours...It is also found
to be the most innocent and profitable Moral & Political
method for society, as it would not only remove the great
Grass farms feeding Cattle to the Slaughter, which now in
many places depopulate the Country but by multiplying the
people & improving the ground...would make the most
wholesom necessarys of life so plentifull & easy to be got,
that they would releive all the Indigents distresses, (fo. 9''-10')
Thus confirmed in his own initial beliefs, but with a final allusion to
the wider benefits which adherence to them will confer on the excluded

Though slightly later, the case of John Oswald, a fellow-Scot, has certain parallels with
Williamson's line of reasoning. In panicular, an Edinburgh man who had served in The Black
Watch, he had convened to Hinduism whilst in India, and returned to Britain to write Tie Cry
of Nature (1791), a powerful text in which, though metempsychosis is rejected, both arguments
for the immortal soul and the case for humane vegetarianism are put. Oswald, who became a
political radical during the 1790s, fits the image of the ascetic dissident to which Williamson
seems to have been attracted, because, as Timothy Morton remarks, "his vegetarianism was
bound up with his radicalism": Shelley, 21-26.
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and marginalized elements in society, Williamson's A Just Complaint
abruptly ends.
*
This essay has provided a brief reminder that the modern supremacy of
rights-based arguments for vegetarianism has been, properly considered,
a strikingly historical phenomenon. It has offered evidence that a
substantially different philosophical argument, grounded in scriptural
notions of a special human responsibility for the natural world and in
classical ideas about the healthy moral and spiritual order which that
would entail, survived well into the age of the Enlightenment and could
indeed be voiced within a community, such as that found in southern
Scotland in the 1760s, generally thought of as being governed, at least
among the literate, by enlightened values. Further, it has been suggested
that those dissenting arguments drew on very particular sotuces.
Pythagorean ethics and metaphysics, substantially reinforced by the
modern example of the Brahmin priesthood and wielded by an
evangelical Scottish Presbyterian, were evidently capable of modifying
a traditional Christian theology of salvation in intriguing ways. These
ideas, it seems, enjoyed a brief but not insignificant resurgence in
certain quarters during a phase in cultural history otherwise dominated
by the more enduring parameters of the European Enlightenment. By
means of these radical beliefs, which were subversive of several key
theological and philosophical convictions in contemporary Western
Europe, a censorious Presbyterian was able to mount a spirited
challenge to the prevailing social practices and beliefs of the society
which was even then constructing the Scottish Enlightenment—a
cultural enterprise which at its core was self-consciously Ciceronian,
only vestigially Christian and, in John Williamson's hostile judgment,
morally flawed. Few echoes of this older philosophical contemplation
of human relations with animals have survived amid the babble of
entrenched and competing rights which now passes for political and
moral debate. Williamson's impassioned A Just Complaint reminds us
that it was not always thus.

